RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
Businesses are challenged to meet consumers how, when and where they choose to
shop. This includes delivering a comparable online shopping experience across the
multitude of devices consumers have available to them. The best way to conquer this
challenge is through responsive web design.
From just one URL, a responsive website will reorganize text, images, videos, navigation
features and all other elements in a similar, user-friendly way across devices. For
example, a website that displays content in multiple columns when viewed from a
laptop may be reorganized to showcase all content in a singular column when the end
user is browsing from a smartphone.

Responsive Web Design For Your Business
A web store with a single URL leaves you with one point of
maintenance. One website also means just one SEO campaign.
Responsive web design is also a best practice as recommended by
Google, which means better performance on search engine results
pages.

Responsive Web Design For Your Customers
Consumers demand a unified experience across devices; responsive
web design is the best way to deliver this. A strong user experience
allows customers to easily navigate and interact with your site,
leading to a happier end user and stronger conversion rates.

Go Mobile or Become
Irrelevant
In 2014, Google said a mobile-friendly
website was essential for a successful
SEO campaign in 2015. This was a
preface for their latest update. As of April 21,
2015, Google rewards mobile-friendly
sites with better rankings in mobile
search versus those that aren’t.

Benefits of Responsive Web Design
Your website will be easier to maintain with just one version
to manage
Conversion rates will improve and mobile / tablet sales will
increase
It’s also a long-term solution to providing end users with a
seamless experience no matter what device they are using
Search engines recommend it and will reward you with
stronger performance on search engine results pages

